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PREFACE 
This report describes how the Boltzmann Transport Equation for carrier transport 
in s~~miconductors can be formulated in a manner suit able for numerical simulation. 
It arose from an effort to  generalise earlier work which used pre-computed scattering 
matrices to solve the Boltzmann Transport Equation. It also generalises the formu- 
lation used to treat neutron transport so that energy band-structure, scattering in 
semiconductors and electric fields can be treated. We present two different, but re- 
lat,ed formulations here. One is a first-order formulation in terrns of directed fluxes 
in 3 dirnensional space and the other is a second-order form which can be written 
as a generalised drift-diffusion equation. This work is a part of Ms. Kausar Banoo's 
prol~osal for Ph.D. thesis research. In this report, we present the formulation by 
itself. In the Epilogue, we summarise the key results and discuss possible applica- 
tions. A more complete discussion of the applications being explored and preliminary 
numerical results can be found in Ms. Banoo's thesis proposal. 
- viii - 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
-4s devices shrink, the need for modelling non-equilibrium transport in devices 
becomes more important. The present MOS devices of channel length L = 0.25pm can 
be analysed by drift-diffusion techniques. However, the projected device sizes of chan- 
nel length L = 0.05pm will bring new issues into consideration whei-e drift-diffusion 
techniques fail. Some of these important issues are non-equilibrium i,ransport, quan- 
t u n ,  confinement and fluctuation due to discrete dopants. We propose to address 
the issue of transport in this project and explore how it relates to the other issues 
(spc:cifically quantum transport). 
[t is well known that conventional drift-diffusion solutions [l] are based on macro- 
scopic quantities of mobility. diffusion coefficient and electron temperature calculated 
from bulk distributions. Hence they cannot predict phenomena such as velocity over- 
shoot under non-equilibrium conditions [2]. 
One important short-coming in drift-diffusion is that it neglects thermal diffusion 
of carriers due to energy flow. This approximation works well for near-equilibrium 
conditions but not for off-equilibrium conditions present in extremely short devices. 
Therefore, various hydrodynamic models were introduced so that they could calculate 
cur-ent by including the effects energy flux conservation [3]. All the above models 
esscbntially approximate the distribution functions by heated Mas.cmellians and the 
collision moments by various transport parameters such as the therinal diffusion co- 
efficient. However, these parameters depend strongly on the shape of' the distribution 
function and their inaccuracy was found to cause spurious effects such as velocity 
over-shoot. Therefore, the ability of hydrodynamic models to predict meaningful 
results has been limited [4]. 
:[n such a situation, ure have to resort to techniques that solve the complete Boltz- 
inarln equation for carrier transport in devices - such as the Monte Carlo [ 5 ] ,  spher- 
ical harmonics [6], Rees' basis function technique [7], cellular aut,omata methods [8] 
and the sca,ttering matrix approach [9]. All the above methods art: some variat,ion 
of the integrated form of the Bolt'zmann Tra,nsport Equation in momentum space, 
except for Monte Carlo which calculat'es all the integrals using stochastic met,hods. 
Altllough these methods have reached a high degree of sophistication in con~putation, 
they have t,heir own limitations due t,o their inherent assumptions. 
Mont,e Carlo techniques a,re rigorous but a.re computationally intensive and ineffi- 
cier~ t for near-equilibrium transport. The spherical harmonic and Rees' basis function 
technique calculate the distribution function in t'erms of the components of a set of 
orthogonal basis polynomials or a set of non-orthogonal non-equilibrium basis func- 
tion s [ lo]  in momentum space respectively. Therefore, t'heir usefulnes;; depends on the 
whether the set of ba,sis funct,ions (usually truncated) captures the effects of sca,t,t,ering 
and applied fields accurately. 
Cellular aut,onlata methods att'empt to numerically integrate the time-dependent 
Boltzmann equation similar to  ensemble Monte Carlo met'hods. But, their scope can 
he limited b~ their accura,cy of calculation of the probabilities of the drift, diffusion 
and collision terms and the underlying grid in momentum space. Small errors in eval- 
ua,ttIng these terms have been known to lead t'o the artifact of "artificial diffusion" of 
cari-iers [ll] and inaccurate results. The scattering matrix approach is non-stochastic 
and is based on the rigor of Monte Carlo and similar to the Cellular Automata meth- 
ods, it requires the st,ora.ge of scatt'ering probabilities. In the SMA, however, these a,re 
large (although sparse) matrices representing pre-computed particle-conserving  rob- 
a,bil.ities of sca,ttering and drift of carriers for a specified grid in momentum space. 
This method, however, can only be a,pplied t,o a fixed spatial square p i d s  for which the 
~cat~ter ing  matrices have been pre-computed and cannot be applied to any arbitrary 
or variable spatial grid. 
[t must he noted here that field of neutron transport has developed many efficient 
tecl niques for solving its relevant version of the Boltztnann Equatiorl [12]. Many are 
quite similar to  those in semiconductor simulation described above. but they differ 
in t ieir approach for real-space integration. These methods will be discussed later in 
this report. 
4 key limitation of the above Boltzmann solvers is that they solve for carrier 
clistribution function in large parts of the device which are near equilibrium (e .g .  
soui.ce and drain regions of a MOSFET), where the drift-diffusion approximation is, in 
fact, valid. An efficient means of solution would to resolve the problenl such that drift- 
diffusion can be solved in near-equilibrium regions in conjunction with full Boltz~nann 
solution in the non-equilibrium regions. Therefore, an ideal simulation method would 
be one that treats drift-diffusion and full Boltz~nann equation (including quantum 
effects) in the same framework, solving for near and off-equilibrium transport with 
acceptable computational burden. Our objective in this report is to  take a step in 
this direction. 
1.2 Review 
In order to find the electron current in a device, we first need to solve for the 
electron distribution function f (r', 5, t ) ,  the electron density n(F, t )  and the electro- 
static p o t e ~ ~ t i a l  4(F, t )  in the device. These physical variables depend 011 one another 
in a cotnplicated way and can only 11e determined by solving the following equations 
self -consistently: 
f ( t )  + solut,ion to the BTE with $(?) (1 .1)  
'The current can then be calculated using the distribution function f (7, p', t ) :  
The solution to the transport ecluat,ion is the hardest problem of them all. It is 
an integro-differential equation in six-dimensional phase space and its solutions, in 
general, involve path integrals. Analytic solutions to realistic device structures are 
impossible to  find. Therefore we need to set up a formulation that will enable us to  
solve the problem numerically. 
'The simplest approach to solving the BTE numerically is to discretise it in terms 
of the distribution function. However, the most well-developed cleternlinistic solutions 
t,o t,he BTE have been in the field of neutron transport [12] using the "flux" method. 
A flux is the contribution to the total electron current in a specific direction due the 
occilpation of a volume in p' space. The total current is the sum of the fluxes as 
described in eq. (1.4). The flux method is particularly attractive because it directly 
givtbs the electron (particle) current and automatically satisfies the electron continuity 
equation 
at every point in the device. 
The BTE, when rewritten in terms of fluxes, simply becomes a first-order matrix 
differential equation in real space. On integrating the resulting "flux equation", we 
can find the fluxes, and hence the current, at every point in the device. In neutron 
tra~isport,, many sophisticated techniques have been developed for solving the flux 
equation in complicated reactor geometries. Many of these techniques, however, rely 
on the fact that neutrons do not undergo strong or extremely anisotropic scattering 
events. IJnfortunately, electrons in semiconductors do not behave that way - which 
is one of the reasons why the flux method is a fairly new method fclr semiconductor 
problems [9, 13, 141. Other reasons and methods of taking them into account will be 
described in the course of this report. 
1.3 Outline of the proposed research 
1. To develop a formulation of the BTE in terms of fluxes associated with discrete 
volumes in ~nomentum space. This includes the effect of the band-structure, 
scattering nlechanisms and field, and leaves only the real spa,ce differential term 
of the BTE to  solve. 
2. To set up the above formulation for numerical solution on a real space grid in 
realistic device structures as a system of linear equations. 
.3. To derive a multi-mode drift-diffusion fornlulation of the above form of the 
BTE. This is similar to  the even-parity form of the BTE in neutron transport 
but includes the effect of the field and does not assume isotropic scattering. 
This shows that the BTE is, in fact, a coupled drift-diffusion ecuation of all the 
rnodes in momentu~n space. Hence, by finding approximate methods to solve 
the above, we may be able to realise the objective of combining the simplest ap- 
proximation (conventional drift-diffusion) and the complete solution (full BTE 
in its multi-mode drift-diffusion form) in device simulation in a physically valid 
way. 
4. To find the numerical solution to a 1D problem in the multi-flux form of the 
BTE. This will demonstrate the potential of this method for variable spatial 
gridding and the effect of trade-offs between complexity (high rnemory require- 
ments) and accuracy. 
5. To demonstrate the numerical solution to a 2D problem in the mult'i-flux form 
of the BTE. Similar issues as above. 
ti. To explore approximate solutions to the multi-mode drift-diffusion form of the 
BTE. 
This report is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents the formulation of the 
multi-flux form of the BTE - first without field (in order to treat scattering and 
band-st,ruct ure) and then including field. It also discusses some direct methods of 
solution that can be used to set up a system of linear equations for a device. Chapter 3 
summarises and compares the methods that are commonly used to solve the BTE - 
in relation to our work, previous discussions a,nd deriva.tions. Chaptcgr 4 presents the 
new multi-mode drift-diffusion formulation of the BTE and discus:;es its potential 
use for approximate methods of solution that combine drift-diffusion with the BTE. 
Finitlly the Epilogue surnrnarises this report in historical perspective and discusses 
its potential for semiconductor applications. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE MULTI-FLUX FORM OF 
THE BTE 
2.1 Introduction 
::n this chapter, we discretise the momentum space into volumes and fluxes asso- 
ciatm~d with those volumes. This allows us to express the sca,ttering kernel as a sum 
ovei all fluxes in 3D momentum spa.ce in Sec. 2.3 and extend the te'chnique to treat 
the effect of the field in Sec. 2.4. 
:Expressing the scattering and field kernels as surn over a,ll the fluxes in nlomentum 
space (in Sec. 2.5) leaves only the spatial differential term in t h e ' ~ 1 1 ~ .  Much of the 
work in solvir~g the BTE comes from the methods used to discretise and integrate the 
spat,ial differential term. Integrating this term across a pa.rticular volume of the device 
gives the relation between the fluxes at all the boundaries of the volume. But this 
integration is not easy; it involves path integrals t,hat must take into account every 
pos:;ible path of t,he fluxes traversing the volume and cann,ot be done analytically 
except under certain simplifying conditions. There are many techniques that have 
bee11 developed in neutron transport to  calculate patjh integra,ls - specifically, finite 
elenlent methods, ray characteristic met,hods and discrete nodal met,llods. In Sec. 2.6 
we find integral solutions ba,secl on an exponential method. We will compa,re the 
a,bove met,hods with respect to their suitability and a,ccuracy in treating the common 
scattering and electric field condit,ions in semiconductor devices. 
Finally, in order to  solve the BTE in realistic device ~t~ructures,  we proceed as 
follows. We approximate the physical condition of t,he device in terms of piece-wise 
con:;tant fields and scattering mechanisms across smaller volumes of the device. Then 
we can integrate, using a.pproxirnate t,echniques, discussed in Sec 2.7, across those 
volumes to  find the rela,tion between fluxes at the various boundaries of the volume. 
The complete solution can then be obtained by matching the fluxes 'it the boundary 
of each volume to those at the boundaries of its adjacent volumes. This matching 
proc:edure, however, gives rise to a very large system of linear equations and efficient, 
nu~nerical methods must be found to solve it.. This is shown in Sec. '2.8. 
2.2 The steady-state BTE 
First, we will examine the non-degenerate steady-state BTE. Wle can treat time- 
dependence with a quasi-steady state method by stepping forward in time. We can 
therefore describe time evolution in terms of an equivalent spatial evolution (Ax = 
w,At) and the resultant equaltion is a steady-state equation with an additional time 
evolution term. Hence, all the methods used to  solve the steady-state equation become 
important. The treatment of degeneracy and carrier-carrier scattering. on the other 
hanlzl, involves solving a non-linear equation iteratively. In such a case, the solution 
to  the linear (non-degenerate) equation can be used as a good initial guess. 
'I'he non-degenerate steady-state BTE is 
where 
and S(p';j?) is the probability rate (l/sec) of tra,nsition from j? to j? due to the 
scattering mechanisms present at 7f. 
.Vote that real momentum is the crystal momentum 
and the t,ransformation between the two is straightforward. 
Vow define a differential flux moving with velocity v'(@') a.s follows: 
where 
G(p3 = q p 3  i + G(p3 j j  + &(?Ti) 9, 
and 
A A 
cos a = v,.2 
cosp = 6,.9 
A 
COS y = V,.Z. 
That is, G, is the unit vector in the direction of velocity (flux) and the angles a ,  ,13 
and -f define the direction cosines of velocity (flux). 
' n  neutron transport, j(r',p3 is also known as the "angular flus" because it is a 
conl,inuous function of the angle just as the distribution function is. Now, the steady- 
state BTE can be written in terms of the differential fluxes completely equivalent to 
the distribution function as follows: 
where 
'This is the equation that gives the change in (magnitude of) the differential flus 
travelling in a particular direction due to contributions from all the other differential 
fluxes in all other directions and momenta. The contributions include the effect of 
scattering and field. 
4 note about the relation between the direction of velocity 6, and momentum @. 
In neutron transport it is usual to refer to 6, as fi. The two mean the same thing. 
Antl relnembering that 
c0sL a + c0s2 p + cos2 = 1 
it can be seen that there are only two free parameters that define the direction vector. 
'The direction of travel (velocity) of the flux defined above is, in fact, related to 
the direction of momentum 6. In simple cases, using eq. (2.2) and energy relation for 
free particles (or a parabolic approximation t,o the bottom of the conduction band, 
for example) we get the following relation: 
Id E = -  
2 in* 
'The direction of travel of the flux in real space is also the direction of momentum 
in momentum space and that leaves only the magnitude of the momentum l@l (or 
equ~valentlj- E) as a free parameter. Hence we can write the fluxes as a function of 
the following variables (r', C , ,  E) as shown in fig. 2.1. 
X 
Fig. 2.1. Direction dependent fluxes. 
However, in a semi-conductor material with a complicated band structure, we 
have, in general 
i,, # 1; but 6, = tk ($) ,  (2.8) 
where tk is a function mapping j? + 6,. The flux can be defined in terms of the same 
variables (6 6, , (p'l ) provided we keep in mind the relevant mapping i'k. 
Now, in order to solve eq. (2.6) numerically, we need to express it in t'erms of a basis 
in 3D moment,um space. In neutron transport, the usual basis is {b;), represented by 
angular slices of expanding shells V; in $space such t'hat 
b;($ = l i f @ € V ;  
= 0 otherwise. 
The fluxes that are represented in the sections of the shell at the sarne Ip'l (or energy 
E) are referred to as belonging to the same "group" [12]. This basis is called the S,, 
basis. The other colrlmonly used basis is the Pn basis where the angular representation 
is done by spherical harmonics as follows 
bij(@) = Pj(0, d) if Ip'li < lp'l < I$(i+l 
= 0 otherwise. (2.10) 
The P, basis has been found to be quite successful in neutron transport because of the 
inherent spherical symmetry in the band-structure and common iso.tropic scattering 
mechanisms in neutron transport. In our case, we will eventually need to treat electric 
fields in Si, which have little symmetry. Hence we will consider the Sn basis for now 
wit'l cubic discretisation in nlomentum space. In this basis, we can see from the BTE 
that we need the following integrals defined: 
for l. # k (2.13) 
where the terms Sl( i ;  k )  represent integrated scattering probabilities per unit  distunce. 
Vote that such an averaging procedure implies that there must be a particular 
f (r', j"') assumed znside the integration volume V(p3. In the Scattering Matrix Ap- 
proach, the log of the f(r',j') is assumed to vary as e ( c 1 2 / ( k B  T,) where T, is a pa- 
rameter l .  In Cellular Automata, the log of f(r',p3 is assumed to  vary linearly across 
the volume. There are only heuristic arguments to support either of  the choices. In 
general, we will need to assume at least a piece-wise linear f (F ' , j ' )  inside the discrete 
volumes in 6. A~ssuming constant f (r', $) inside the volume V(p3 limits the accuracy 
of the discretisation to O(h) .  
Writing the integrated eq. (2.6), we get 
where 
Xote that,  in eq. (2.14), the integration over volume in m0mentu.m space, can be 
moved inside the spatial derivative V; and the collision integral 1)y appropriately 
defining the integrals in eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). But it cannot be ~noved inside V,- 
and must be calculated by a different method described in Sec 2.4. 
This is the final form of the direction-dependent BTE that gives the change in 
(magnitude of) the averaged flux travelling i11 a particular direction due to contri- 
but,ions from all the other averaged fluxes in all other directions ant1 momenta. The 
contributions include the effect of scattering and field. 
2.3 Formulation of the direction-dependent BTE with zer'o fields 
4 
First consider the (easy) ca.se when I = 0. Kow eq. (2.14) can be written 
down for every flux expressed as a. component of the cubic S, basis in momentum 
space. Therefore, we can write it compactly as a matrix differential equation. In 
lUsually, T, is set t o  be the electron temperature of the bulk distribution function of t,lle field at 
this matrix notation, the fluxes become the components of a "flux column vector" 
I j ( f )  } and the change in the fluxes is given by a scattering kernel times the flux vector 
where j ; (F)  is the i th  component of t'he ba,sis (here integrated over ::ome %t,h volume 
in p' space). 
'The elements of the relevant matrices in eq. (2.15) are only the terms of t,he BTE 
expressed in matrix form - useful to keep the notation brief. Here we will describe 
t h e ~ n  in more detail. [V,] is a path derivative matrix. It is a diagonal differential 
ope-ator whose terms are defined by the BTE to be 
d .  8 .  d .  vs:ii ji('?) = COS C Y j  - J;('?) + COS pi - I;(?) + COS 7; - I;(?) 
dx d~ d z  
where [C,], [Co] and [CA,] are diagonal matrices of the direction cosines cos a ,  cosp 
and cos y respectively. 
The most crucial fact about [V,] is that although it can be inverted (11.e. inte- 
gra,t,ed) exa,ctly and easily in ID, the same a.pproac11 is no longer valid for geometries 
higher than lD.  This is particularly vexing because even t,hough 1 D problems a.re 
easier to solve accurately, there are very few semiconductor prob1c:ms that can be 
mo(lel1ed only in 1D. Many semiconductor problems be modelled quit,e reason- 
ably in 2D but in those cases, it seems we have no choice but t,o set& for approximate 
met,hods of inverting [V,] . The relevant equa.t,ions that illust'rate this point will be 
sho.tvn in Sec.2.6. 
[r,(F')] is a scat,t,ering probability matrix (which in general depends on the scat- 
tering mechanisms present a t  F).  The terms of [I?,] are also significant. In a column 
i ,  the terms are positive and given by 
the integrated pobabilities (per unit distance) of ~catt~ering from volume i to volume 
k in @space. The dia.gona1 term r,,;; is negative and its magnitude is the integrat,ed 
prol~ability (per unit distance) of out-scattering from volume i in @apace. Since the 
tota,l out-scattering from a flux must be consistent 
This will, henceforth, be taken to be a statement of conservation o f f lux .  Note that 
this holds at every point in the device since [F,] is appropriately defined according to 
the scattering mechanisms and the band structure at every point in the device. 
Eq. (2.15) is the central result of this section. It implies that the change in a 
flux travelling in a particular direction is due to scattering from all other fluxes. 
This change, in general, cannot be related to separate components of the flux. This 
is physically reasonable because scattering is instantaneous and changes the total 
mornenturn and direction of velocity of the electrons. It does not a'ct separately on 
the components of velocity alone. 
2.4 BTE with field only 
Now consider when the field 
is non-zero and scattering is set to  zero. The BTE? eq. (2.14), becomes 
where ji (?)I 16; 1 is equiva.lent to .f; (F') as discussed earlier. 
In the chapter, we will demonstrate how to evaluate the field term in terms of 
t,he fluxes as defined and construct the complete BTE by including the effect,s of 
sc.at,teri~lg a.nd field in the differential equation. 
We expand the field term as follows, letting the ?dependence be implicit, 
We will first consider the Ex term for cubic discret.isation in rn~omentum space. 
Suppose we have a negatively directed field -Ex 
= e l ,  - f (pz PY, PZ ~ P X  ( ~ P Y  ~ P Z  
by :;he divergence theorem. 
Fig. 2.2. Cubic discretisation in momentum space for finding the field term. 
Since we define only the volume integrals of f in momentum spacf. and not, its area 
integrals, we must approximate the above in terms of the volume integrals. To t,he 
first approximation, the area integral can be assumed to be the same as the volume 
int,egral. And t'herefore, the flux exiting out of volume at (px : i , py ,p , )  through the 
face a t  (p,;; + Sp,/lZ, p,, p,) can be found by invoking the continuity of flow 
which is = cos a; j ; ,  (2.23) 
where i + Sp, represents the index of the flux with p,,; + Sp, but the same p, and p,. 
This is shown in fig. 2.2. 
Similarly we can evaluate the second area int,egral, which is the flux entering 
intcl the volume a t  (p,,, , p,, p,) through the face at (p,,, - 6p,/2, p,, ,o,) , by the same 
continuity arguments 
which is = cos a i - ~ p ,  ] i - 6 p Z  
(2.24) 
where i - Sp, represents the index of the flux with p,,; - Sp, but the same p, and p,. 
This enables us t o  write t,he field term for -E, as follows 
cos a; 2eE, cos a;_sp,, cS,;.v,- j ; ( q  = - ) ji + (- 
SPX ( v  x,t+hp, + vx, i)  SPZ- (vx,i + vx! i -m~pr)  
(2.25) 
The above can be written for all components of the flux vector as a. matrix equation 
where [A,-] is the matrix whose terms represent the effect of the field in the z 
direction. It depends only on the momentum space discretisation of fluxes and on 
the direction of the field -Ex but not on any spatial variables. From eq. (2.2.5), we 
car see that  [A,-] is a bidiagonal matrix with only two terms per column ( i ,  i )  and 
( k ,  i),  such that 
Ax-,%% + A x - , k t  = 0. (2.27) 
Sucll a relation is again necessary t,o conserve flux at every point. 
'rreatirig the y and z components of the field in the same way. the complete field 
tern1 is 
This can be be summa.rised into the field kernel 
where 
2 .5  BTE with scattering and field 
The final form of the BTE that we are looking for includes both scattering and 
field. Problems in neutron transport, do not trea,t the effect of field because they deal 
with uncharged particles. On the other ha.nd, the scattering matrix approach treats 
both the effect of scattering and field by using the the concept of operator splitting 
[15]. Operator splitting is based on the technique in which the effect of two operators 
is calculated by applying one operator on a state vector followed by the other. Such 
a splitting technique, however, is exact only when the two operators commute. The 
effects of field and scattering are inherently such that the two opelators defined by 
t,he scattering kernel [I?,] and the field kernel [A,,,,z,*] Ex,,,, do not commute. That 
This implies that opentor  splitt,ing cannot be exa.ct when we use either sca.t,tering 
followed by field or field followed by scattering. One way to circumvent the problem is 
to snlit as follows - half field (potential drop) operator, scattering operator and the 
remaining half field (potential drop) operator as described in [15]. Such an ordering 
is the same when reversed and hence can be a good approximation foi a commutation 
relation. 
Vow, in order to write the differential form of the BTE flux equation with scatter- 
ing sand field, we can simply add the two kernels from eqs. (2.15) and (2.29) as follows: 
This is the multi-flux BTE equa.tion that includes the effect of botll scattering and 
fielcl in a matrix differential form. 
2.6 Integral solutions to the multi-flux BTE 
Now we consider solving the BTE flux equation, eq. (2.32), in a simple device. 
There are three ca.ses here. 
I .  Bulk semiconductors 
In the bulk where all the spatial differential terms are 0. That IS, [r,] and 2 are 
the same esrerywhere. The problein reduces to  
\\re see that the solution t o  the bulk problem simply lies in !,he null space of 
4 
(IF,]+ fi .2). And by using the properties of [I',] and [A], we can show that 
such a solution exists and is non-trivial. - 
Since the column terms of [I',]+ [A] .z) sum to zero, we know that there is one 
I 
4 
( t solution in the ~rull  space of [ I  [A] 2 )  ' - namely (11 1...11 . Therefore, 
( [ I  . = 1. By using the ra,nk-nullity theorem of linear 
algebra, we get 
([1',5]+ [T;].E)) = L4rc,i - rank (([r,]+ .h) 
i t = :VcoI r a n k  (([r,]+ [A] .f) ) 
- 
= NcOl - (N,,,, - nullity ([I?,]+ [A] .~')i) 
= 1 (2.34) 
-4 
bemuse [I',] and [A] are square ma,trices. Therefore, there is one non-trivial 
solutio~l in their null space. More strongly, we can use the Geschgorin theo- 
rem, for example, to prove that real parts of d l  eigm-values of 
must be negative and that the multiplicity of the zero eigen-value can be only 
one. This is becomes important for arguing that in the semiconductor bulk, all 
spatial transients will eventually decay to the bulk distribution with character- 
istic lengths that are the eigenvalues of the matrix. But this IS  not a primary 
objective of this paper and will be deferred for future discussion. 
:!. Spatial gradients in ID 
The general solution to the 1D BTE differential flux equation 
where the constant vector I b )  is determined from the boundi~ry conditions to 
obtain the particular solution. 
Suppose 1 j (x l )  ) is given at x = x l ,  then the particular solution is 
where 
[T(l2 - xi)]  = exp ([c~I-' ([r,]  + [A,,,] E,) ( 2 2  - X I ) )  (2.38) 
Fig. 2.3. Integration in 1D. 
is a transmission matrix that relates the fluxes at one end of the slab to those 
at  the other end. A transmission matrix is only the natural result of integration 
and is not normally used for computational purposes. It,s equivalent scattering 
matrix, however has been found to be more useful (see Sec. 2.8) in that regard. 
The most important issue in the above solution is the invertibility of the diagonal 
direction cosine matrix [C,]. If a flux is tangential to the the y -z  plane, then its 
directmion cosine cosa  = 0. This implies that the matrix inverse [c,]-' cannot 
be found. However this is not a fundamental limitation but a consequence 
of discretising in momentum space. For all subsequent discussions here, we 
will assume, without loss of accuracy; that all the direction cosine matrices are 
invertible. That is, in order t,o invert the diagonal matrix [C,], we discretise the 
momentum space such that there are no cos ct. = 0. This is possible to achieve 
for finite volumes in 3D momentum space because t,llere will he no volumes that 
lie entirely in the y-z plane and hence there will be fluxes with small cos a but 
not zero. 
3.  Spatial gradients in 2D 
Ij (x,yI) > 
Fig. 2.4. Integration in 2D. 
The solution to the 2D BTE differential flux equation 
can also be found similarly 
where [T(.c2 - X I ,  y2 - y1, I.c, IY)] is the transmission matrix that relates fluxes 
at w;! and y;! faces of the slab to those at .rl and yl faces. The relevant fluxes are 
those averaged on the faces of the element - just as in the scattering matrix 
approach in which the relation between the input and output flu ces is calculated 
by averaging on the faces. This is done for 
and similarly for others. 
Just as in ID ,  the 2D transmission matrix can be found from the exponential 
solution Do the differential equation as follows 
- 
1 
(.2 - x1) S,: {"XP ([col-l (Ps1+ fi . 2) (y2 - Y')) [co]-' [Co] 
2.7 Approximations for [TI 
The most widely used approximations in neutron transport are are differencing 
met iods that use step differences (or some variation of those [16]) to integrate the 
spatial derivatives in the BTE. These work well for the conditions of weak scattering 
in n ~ u t r o n  transport. However, since the inherent assumption of weak scattering is 
not valid for semiconductor problems, we propose that working with ?TI expanded to  
some nth  degree would be a better solution. 
In ID,  the form of [TI is simple. Therefore, we can approximaate it using the 
expansion for exponentials to an appropriate order. Setting x1 = 0 in eq. (2.38) 
without loss of generality, we get 
1 
[T(5:2, C)] = [I] + [c6.]-' ([r,] + [A,,*] E,) 2 + 5 ([c,]-' ([r,] + [A,,,*] £,))' T:+. . . 
u. 
(2.44) 
7Ve will now show that every term in the above expansion has a physical sig- 
nificance. Consider first when I, = O.The most significant elements in [r,] are the 
diagonal elements which represent the average out-scattering from a flux per unit 
distance of travel. In other words, the significant diagonal elements are inverse of 
mean free paths of the fluxes. Hence, in the above expansion, an a,pproxima,tion to  
the first order is valid only under the condition that 
COS a; 
In physical terms, the above condition will hold when every flux unclergoes, on aver- 
age, one or less collisions inside the slab of width x 2 .  
:Hence, we can see that every t'erm of t,he power expansion stands for the contri- 
but,ion due to its order of the number of average collisions inside tjhe slab of width 
x2. This also gives us a thumb rule for det'ermining the trunca,tion for the expansion 
for IT]. For finite widt,h slabs with constant [I',], t,he terms due to multiple collisions 
will become smaller and smaller, therefore even an a,pproxima,tion to the second order 
can be reasonable for slabs wider than one mean free pat'h. 
I:n the presence of fields, the a.bove condition for truncation at the first order t'erm 
on the significant diagonal terms becomes 
(rs.ii + Ax,,,;; Ex) ct.2 
COS a; 
<< 1 
The diagonal terms of [r,] are t,he inverse mean free pa,ths of the fluxes. Hence the 
effect of the field is to reduce these effective mean free pa,ths such that the above 
condition becomes more stringent. Since t,he product of the field and spacing is of 
relevance in the above inequality, the rest'riction get,s even smaller at higher fields. 
In the limiting case of very high fields, the field term dominates and we get t'he 
following condition 
COS Q; 
Ex 5 2  << --- 
Az,&,ii 
which, using eq. (2.25), gives us 
Using a piece-wise pa.rabolic representation of the band struct.ure, we can approxi- 
ma.tely find the bound on the a,bove inequa,lity. 
and t, herefore 
In other words, the potential drop across the slab £,x2 must be 
2 
£, ;c, << - SE,, 
e 
less than twice the smallest average energy difference between adjalcent fluxes. For 
a 0.OleV discretisation and a worst-case field of 1 x lo5 V/cm, the requirement for 
using a first-order approximation is 
This is a very stringent requirement because it nullifies the advantages of using a 
va.riable space grid if we cannot use elements larger than 20 A. Hence this is another 
nlotivation for higher order approximations. 
2.8 Practical uses of [TI - upwind form 
In numerical co~nputations, the transmission matrix is never used in its original 
form. The technique of marching forward in space by using the transmission ratio at 
each step has been found to accumulate errors and hence lead to  diverging solutions. 
One option is to transform the transmission matrix to a scattering matrix which 
is inherent,ly more stable [9, 13, 141. For rectangular elements, the relation between 
scattering matrices and transmission matrices is as follows: 
[TI1] - [T1':l [T"]-' [T"] [T12] [ T Z Z J - ~  ' 
[,?I = (2.49) 
- [T~']- '  [TZ1] [ T ~ ~ I - ~  , 
where the indices represent the blocks of the matrix [TI. The index 1 represents the 
fluxes entering the element from side '1' and 2 represents the fluxes entering from side 
'2'. Note that this will be valid in 1,2 and 3 dimensions because rectangular elements 
have two sides in each dimension. 
The disadvantage of the above is the expensive calcula.tion of a,n inverse at each 
step. A second option is to find a convenient up~uind form for the trainsmission matrix 
that will not lead to  error accumulation. We will see that such an upwind form in I D  
turns out not to involve any inverses - only a few ma.trix multiplications depending 
on the order of truncation. 
+ 
(4+l-xi ) 
Fig. 2.5. Upwinding in 1D. 
Separating out the positively and negatively tramelling fluxes, we get the solution 
in 1D as follows: 
Upwinding the above, we get 
[ ( T ) ]  1 j )  ) = 1 j+(xi)  ) - [(T-')12] 1 jP(xi+-l) ) 
[TZ2] 1 ( x i )  ) = 1 jP(xi+1) ) - [T~'] 1 j+(:ci) ) (2.51) 
which can then be used to set up a system of equations for N points in real space. 
This has a block tri-diagonal structure illustrated in fig. 2.6. Note that we do not 
have to invert [TI explicitly because 
[(TP1)] = exp (- [cD]-' ([rs] + [Ax.,] &) (xi+, - xi)) 
which can be expanded to some nth order as before. 
+(a +(3) 
Fig. 2.6. Setting up the block diagonal matrix. 
For future work, we propose to extend this technique to 2D by finding a power 
expansion for the transmission matrix in 2D and using its upwinding form. It is 
clear tha.t in 2D, we will obtain a corresponding block five diagonal system of linear 
equations. 
2.9 Summary 
To summarise, we can formulate the Boltzmann equation as a rnulti-flux first- 
ord(3r real space differential equation. This is useful for semiconductor devices with 
general scattering mechanisms, band structure and field. We explore methods to 
so11.e the resulting multi-flux equation in realistic devices and identify the trade-offs 
to  1)e considered between accuracy and complexity. Although, this was done for 1- 
dimensional devices, we also describe the means of extending t,he technique to find 
2-dimensional solutions for future work. 

3. RELATION TO PRIOR WORK 
3.1 Introduction 
We see that the relevant equation to solve is eq. (2.32) 
Since the effect of ~ca~ttering and field kernel has been converted to  a sum over 
all the states in the momentum space, all that remains is to  solve the real space 
differential equation above. This is done in many ways. In this chapter, we will try 
to  summarise some of the many approaches used to solve the Boltzmann Equation in 
this way a.nd compare them with the exponentia.1 solutions proposed in the previous 
chapter. 
3.2 Scattering Matrix Approach 
.!n the scattering matrix approach, eq. (2.32) is integrated using Monte Carlo on 
fixed real space elements of the semiconductor. The relation between output fluxes 
and the input fluxes of the specified element is given in terms of a scattering matrix 
This can be readily extended to multiple dimensions 
However, it requires t,he storage of all possible scattering matrices of all possi- 
ble 'dement sizes, scattering mechanisms and fields. The concept of splitting field 
a,nd scattering helps to alleviate the storage problem immensely bur; it is harder t,o 
implement splitting in multiple dimensions than in ID. It is hard to use variable 
ele~nent sizes, scattering mechanisms (carrier-carrier scattering) and fields in such a 
me1;hod because it is limited to those for which the sca.ttering matrices have been 
pre-computed. 
The exporlerltial solutions and the scattering matrix approach are closely con- 
nect.ed because the exponentia.1 solutions are the transmission matrix form of the 
solution to the same differential equation eq. (2.32). 
3.3 Cellular Automata methods 
The Cellular Automata methods are essentially t,he same as the scattering ma- 
trix: approach. The momentum space grid used is a hexagonal discretisation of the 
3 dimensional space in which each volume of the discretised space has 12 nearest 
neighbours. This is unlike a cubic discretisatmion in which each volume has only 6 
nearest neighbours. 
The varia.bles in this method are, however, not the fluxes associated with the 
stai,es in momentum space as defined above but are the number of particles (electrons) 
occupying the sta.te. The real space integration is therefore done by calculating the 
nurnber of particles in every state by rules of transitions between states [17]. These 
rules are probabilities of transitions due to collisions, drift and diffusion. Therefore, 
t.he number of pa.rticles in a state are calculated a.s follows 
where PT is the probability of diffusion out of a previous cell into the next cell (de- 
per ding on direction of travel of the particles), PE is the probability of transition 
between momentum states due to the acceleration by the electric field and Pcoll are 
the transition probabilities due to collisions. 
Note that the above is exa.ctly similar to the scattering nmtrix approach. The oc- 
cuFancy of the momentum states exiting from the edges of the real space elements are 
cal(:ula.ted from those entering the edges of the elements from previous elements. Note 
that unlike the cascading effect of field in SMA, the effect of field (drift) is additive. 
This corresponds to a first order approximation to integrating eq. (2.32). The exact 
effect of such an approximation in presence of multiple scattering is still not clear but 
cellular automat a methods can tolerate the first-order approsirnation because they 
use very small spatial steps (z 10 .&). This implies that they cannot use large or 
variable spatial grids. However, they have been able to achieve high performance for 
finch spatial meshes by using hierarchical scattering tables and h i n a ~ y  searches. This 
is similar to efficiency improvements for ensemble Monte Carlo appl.oaches. 
3.4 Spherical Harmonics and Rees' basis function technique 
Spherical Harmonics methods and Rees' basis function techniques are approaches 
t,o :solving eq. (2.32) by expressing it in different. convenient basis sets. Consider the 
eqc at ion in question 
We will need to use the concept of transformation between basis sets here. Suppose 
+ 
we start with a basis that represents 2114 cubic volumes in k-space. Hence ( j(F)  ) is a 
+ 
2A.1 x 1 column vector in that basis. However, a spherical harmonic:; basis in k-space 
is F U C ~  that it represents nz number of spherical harmonics for angular distribution 
and N shells for the magnitude of 6. Therefore a basis transformation to the new 
11a5is with respect to the original basis is a m N  x 2121 unitary matrix [Y] such that 
Now we can transform the BTE into the new basis as follows. Considering 1D in 
real space, we get 
such that 
t [IT] / j , ( z ) )  = ( j ~ ( 2 ) ) .  (3.6) 
Clea,rly, there a,re ma.ny wa,ys to  integrate the a,bove differential equation. A scat- 
tering matrix in the new basis. gives the relation betaween the distribution function of 
the exiting part'icles and the distribution funct,ion of the exit,ing particles for specified 
real space elements, scattering mechanisms and fields 
wh.~ch can also be extended to  mult'iple dimensions. The issue of storage of the t,he 
relevant sca,t't'ering matrix still remains but there can be substantial savings because 
generally mN < 2M. 
The Rees' ba,sis filnctiorl t,echnique is also a basis transforma,tion rnethod similar to 
the above [7]. However, it ha,s been found that the transfor~nation need not necessarily 
be unitary, i .e .  composed of orthogonal basis vectors [ lo] .  The trarlsformed BTE in 
the new basis is then integrated by the exponential (also referred to as the Green's 
function) technique and not by a scattering matrix technique. The t l ~ o  are equivalent 
-- there is only a trade-off between complexity and storage in deciding which one 
to use. However, the extension to  multiple dimensions in non-orthogonal basis sets 
has not been demonstrated yet. In this method, the choice of the non-ort,hogonal 
basis vectors is also crucial. The above reference [ lo]  attempts to b-tlild the l~asis et 
by finding all possible solutions to an infinite (very large) 1D semiconductor element 
with all possible permuta,tions of the field. The solut,ions so obtained a.re included 
into or rejected from the basis set by some non-overlapping crite-ria. Clearly this 
is c:omputa.tionally intensive and can get very complicated for higher dimensional 
geclmetries. 
3.51 Methods in neutron transport 
In neutron transport, there a,re no fields. The releva,nt BTE is only eq. (2.15) 
The methods for integrating the above for neutron transport prclblems are similar 
tjo those described a,bove. The most cornmonly used bases here are the S,, basis, in 
which the momentum space is discretised int.0 angular slices of expanding shells and 
the P, basis, in which the momentum space is discretised into shells aad spherica.1 
harmonic angula,r functions. 
In the Sn basis, usually some first-order integration or approxima,te techniques [16] 
a,re used for the finding the solutions in different reactor geometries. In geometries 
> : ~ D ?  the integration along the pa.th of motion becomes crucial and adds complexity 
to the simple approximations. One way to solve the problem of path integrals is to 
use the variational principle on a, second-order form of the a.bove BTE and find the 
sol~ltion by minimisation of an appropriate Lagrangian in terms of finite elements of 
piecewise polynomials 1181. There are also response matrix methods [19] in this ba,sis 
which are precomputed integral solutions for specified real space elements (analogous 
to t,he Scattering matrix method). In the Pn methods, many approximate techniques 
can be used to find the distribution function expanded in terms of spherical harnionics 
- including solving a.pproximate diffusion equations for the different harmonics and 
reducing 2D differential equations into equivalent 1D equations b:y ca.lculating an 
appropriate leakage (transverse) term [12]. 
3.5.1 Even-parity methods 
Ln neutron transport, it is possible to cast the Boltzmann equation into second- 
order form of the even-parity combination of the fluxes. This will be sllown in Sec. 4.3. 
Such a second-order differential equation can be solved by finite element tech- 
niques because an appropriate variational principle can be found for a second-order 
equation which can be nlinimised with respect to the solution [18]. The even-parity 
flux12s are represented a.s piecewise polynomials whose coefficients must be determined 
by rninimising the above variational. In case of isotropic scaitering or diffusion ap- 
pror:imations, the system of linear equations so obtained is also self-adjoint. This 
enables using efficient techniques for numerical solutions. Note that in the presence 
of ,misotropic scattering or fields, a different, more complicated variational principle 
must be found and the above techniques will not be valid. 
The next chapter describes the second-order formulation of tl-le semiconductor 
BTE in the Sn basis as before. It has been presented here because it also presents 
some potential for approximate solutions which will be investigatec in the course of 
this project. 
4. MULTI-MODE DRIFT-DIFFUSICbN 
4.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we derive the a new form of the Boltzmann Transport equation by 
a parity transformation of the multi-flux form (Sec. 4.2). ?Ye call this new formulation 
as the "multi-mode drift-diffusionii equation because it is a generalised form of the 
conventional drift-diffusion equation and couples all the modes in ~ r~omentum space. 
In Sec. 4.3, we complet,e the derivation by casting it in the second-order form. 
This is similar to the second-order even parity form in neutron transport [ la]  but 
does not assume isotropic scattering and includes the presence of fields. Note that 
we cannot use the same variational principle as that in neutron transport because 
their simplifications are not valid here. There is, however, another means of applying 
finite element methods for solving the Boltzmann equation as described in [18]. This 
is done by expanding the fluxes as piecewise polynomials and finding the coefficients 
of the polynomials by substituting them in the 51-st-order form of the BTE. We plan 
to explore the possibility of applying these or other finite element techniques to the 
multi-mode drift-diffusion equation under the arrangement of an internship at Bell 
Labs this summer. 
4.2 Formulation of the Multi-mode Drift-Diffusion equation 
By transforming the BTE flux equations eq. (2.32) into the r even and odd 
con~binations, we can express the zero-field BTE in terms of pa r t~a l  currents and 
par1 ial concentrations. Such a transformation is called a parity trallsforlnation and 
for reasons discussed later in this chapter, the resulting equations w 11 be referred to 
as the "mu1 ti-mode drift-diff usion" equations. 
A parity transformation rearranges the multi-flux equation such that the un- 
knowns to  solve for become the even a,nd odd con~binations of the fluxes rather than 
the fluxes themselves. The odd combinations of the directed fluxes are the partial 
currents and the even combinations of the directed fluxes are proportional to  the par- 
tial concentrations. Such a rearrangement however still suffers frorn the problem of 
pat,h integrals - therefore, all the issues raised in Sec. 2.6 still hold and are of equal 
im]>ortance here. 
Suppose we have a complete set of directed fluxes discretised in ~nomentum space 
ancl suitably averaged such that they span the entire solid angle of 4x steradians 
ancl such that for a flux in every direction (a;:  pi, y,),  there is a flux in its opposite 
direction ( a j ,  pj ,  yi) given by 
This is illustrated in fig. 4.1. 
The consequence of the above is that the directional derivatives of opposite fluxes 
are the negative of each other 
d - - d -- 
ds.7 asi-  
Iiil,hout loss of generality, we can arrange the flux vector 1 j )2AGfx1 such that the first 
M components / j+ ) M x l  span one hemisphere of the solid angle and t,he second n.rl 
coniponent,~ I j- ) M x l  span the opposite hemisphere in the same order. For such a 
flux vector, the differential operator must be accordingly a.rranged 
Fig. 4.1. Positively and negatively directed fluxes. 
Defining a parity transformation matrix that combines the fluxes into their direc- 
t.ional symmetric and anti-symmetric combinations, we have 
such that 
The odd parity combination is the magnitude of the partial currents I J(7) ). This 
is a colunln vector whose elements represent currents in a particular direction due to 
opFlositely directed fluxes of equal energy. Hence it must be kept in mind that each 
element in ( J(r') ) is the magnitude of a vector in three-dimensional real space, whose 
direction is implicit. 
The even parity combination is 
where we call n,;, the partial concentration of the flux in the direction 'i'. This because 
surnrning over all directions '2'  in a hemisphere, we get the total coilcentratiorl n 
Hence the even parity combina.tion is [ V ]  1 n ( f )  ) where I n(r') ) is the column vector 
of partial concentrations and [V]  is a diagonal matrix of the velocities of the fluses. 
We apply the parity tra,ilsformation so defined t.o the BTE flux equations as follows 
Working out t,he the left hand side, we get 
Working out the right. hand side, we define 
where [ I ' sp]  is written in terms of the 144 x M block matrices of [r,] a,s follows: 
The important fact to note here is tha,t the off-diagonal block ma,t,rices are alter- 
nating sums 
+ 
In ~emiconductors with band structure symmetric about k = 0 in every direction (Si, 
for example, has a 48-fold symmetry) and scattering mecha,nisms that have the snm.e 
effect, on fluxes of opposite directions, the scattering probabilities must be such that 
the (suita,bly arranged M x Ad) block matrices of [I?,] satisfy 
ant1 therefore, 
Thus the off-diagonal blocks matrices in [rSp] must be zero. Note that although 
the form of the multi-mode diffusion equation is the same as that of the multi-flux 
equations, this is one important advanta.ge gained by working with [I',p] instead of 
[rs I .  
Finally, we also redefine 
and obtain the resulting BTE with even (symmetric) and odd (ant,i-symmetric) com- 
binations as follows: 
The above is the key equation that we will hencef0rt.h refer to as the "multi-mode 
dri::t-diffusion" equation. The reason for that will be clear when we examine each of 
its two parts separately. 
Letting the r' dependence be implicit. for the sake of clarity, the first part can be 
written in terms of the partial currents as follows: 
The above is a relation for the partial current in terms of the the gradient of the 
part,ial concentrations (diffusion term) and the partial concentraticlns (drift term). 
Therefore, it is a "drift-diffusion" equation. Note that we had to  ta,ke an inverse of 
-t -1 
a matrix ([I':b]+ [A;'] 2) only to  make t,he resemblance to drift-diffusion more 
obvious. It may not be necessary t'o invert the matrix for actual computations. 
In a previous publication [20], we had also defined the mobility, diffusion and Ein- 
stein matrices. They involve matrix inverses, have x,  y and z compclnerlts in general 
and can be hard to  handle. But we present them here for the sake of completeness 
and for understanding the analogy to drift-diffusion better. The diffusion matrix is 
and the mobility matrix is 
Note that the mobility matrix is a vector (it has x,  y and z components) and 
i 
eq. (4.15) is an Einstein relation between the [Dl and matrix. We will not expand 
its components in detail but suffice it to  say that is easy to  write out in 1D and is 
equivalent to our previous publication. Its precise nature in higher dimensions can 
be studied if it is found to  be useful. Finally, we also see that t,he mobility and 
diffusion matrices a.re field-dependent - although calculations have shown that this 
dependence is weak for reasonable values of field (< 1 x 10"i/cm) 
Now back to ecl. (4.12) - its second part (which we have not examined yet) is 
the "continuity" equation for the partial currents 
This does refer t o  any explicit generation or recombination of carriers but refers to 
t,11e "generation7' and "recombination" of flux due to field and scat,l,ering events and 
enFures the conservation of flux. 
Therefore, we obtain the multi-mode drift-diffusion form of the I3oltzmann Equa- 
t ioi .  It is a set of coupled drift-diffusion equation and continuity equation between 
all the modes in momentum space. For proposed research, we will study approxi- 
mate methods for solving the above - specifically finite element techniques to  the 
second-order form (shown in Sec 4.3). 
4.2.1 Box discretisation 
In this section, we will show how the "box discretisation" scheme used for solving 
conventional drift-diffusion schemes may be applied to multi-mocle drift-diffusion. 
But this is exactly equivalent to applying the box discretisation scherne to the original 
multi-flux equations. Hence, in this regard, it is not necessary to work with the multi- 
mode drift-diffusion form at all. We will also see that a box discretisation scheme 
results in using centered averages for some terms because the spatial derivatives are 
apr~rosimated by a linear centered difference. This is of some concern because it 
has been shown 1161 that centered differences for a multi-flux form result in negative 
fluxes in the solution in an iterative technique. Negative fluxes destroy convergence of 
the solution although they can be corrected after each iteration at the cost of speed. 
Bur, the above reference also shows that there are other naturally positive iterative 
tecllniques which are variations of the step difference method shown in Sec. 2.6. 
In this section, we will show a template for implementing box discretisation 
sc1113mes in ID. Note that the following scheme can be applied to multi-flux equa- 
tions by substituting 
I P >  = l j+L 
Is> = lj- >, 
and the appropriate matrices [A], [B], [C] and [Dl from the multi-flux form of the 
BTE. The scheme can also be a.ppliec1 to the multi-mode drift-diffulqion equation by 
a,nci the appropriate matrices from the multi-mode drift-diffusion and continuity eyua- 
tions. 
Suppose we have a set of coupled first-order equations such that 
Fig. 4.2. Box discretisation in ID. 
The box discretisation scheme (without upwinding) is devised starting wit,h the 
second equation 
where [Q,] is the direction cosine matrix for ( q ) .  The first equa,tion is then discretised 
for the ( q )  terms 
I qi+l/l) = - [B]-' [A] I pi+l/2 ) + [BI-' 
1 
(:ci+l - x ~ )  [pal ( I  P,+I ) - 1 pi ) )  , (4.19) 
where [Pa] is the direction cosine matrix for I p ). 
:3ubstitut,ing eq. 4.19 (with the ,appropriate indices) into eq. 4.18) we get the box 
schc:me in 1D 
1 
(xi+1/2 - zi-1/2)(x;+l - x;) 
[&el [BI-l [Pa] + 
1 
( ~ ~ : + 1 / 2  - xi-l/2)(xi - xi-1) [QeI 1BI-l [Pel + [Dl ( ~ 1 - l  [A] + [c]) / I p i )  
1 + 
(xi+1/2 - xi-1/2) ([&,I [BI-' ['I + ID] [B]-' [per]) 1 pi-112 ) 
1 + 
(xi+1/2 - xi-1/2)(~; - 2;-1) 
[Qel [BI-' [PI] 1 pi-I ) 
= l o ) .  
Note the presence of I p ) terms between nodes at ( i  + 1/2) ancl ( i  - 1/2). This 
must be found by a suitable average of the adjacent nodes. 
Again, the above box discretisation scheme holds for both the multi-mode and 
the multi-flux form. Therefore, is no obvious advantage in using either form for such 
a scheme. Both need an inverse of a matrix in their formulation. And both result 
in ,z centered difference method that can be used in an iterative technique only by 
correcting any negative fluxes that can occur during each iteration. 
4.3 Second-order form 
In this section, we derive the second-order form of the Boltzmann Transport 
Equation. Under the condition of zero fields, we know that the usvial drift-diffusion 
eqc-ation reduces to  a second-order diffusion equation (Fick's Law). Let us now ex- 
amine the multi-mode drift-diffusion and continuity equations under zero fields. In 
such a case, the drift-terms are zero and we get 
which can be combined into a second-order equation as follows 
This is reassuring because it is the familiar form of the second-order digusion equation. 
Therefore, we see that the one-flux 1D equivalence of flux theory and diffusion theory 
which was first pointed out by Shockley [21] and McKelvey [22, 231 also holds in 
the: most general case of multiple fluxes and multiple dimensions. For purposes of 
discretising for numerical computations, however, we have to yet to  determine whether 
it would be more accurate to  work with the first-order or the second-order form. 
Reducing eq. (4.22) to  ID, the second-order form becomes 
As expected, the 1D version will be easy to integrate. We also do not need to take 
an inverse of [rQ;] by moving it to the right hand side 
Now only inverses of the diagonal matrices are required which are easy to compute. 
However, the form is not so simple in 2D. Reducing eq. (4.22) to  2D, \n7e get 
which can be expanded out to  
Agsin this is harder than the usual diffusion equation (Laplacian form) because it 
has cross-terms d 2/ ( d x d y ) .  
The introduction of field complicates matters even more. The second order form 
wit,h field is 
- 1 
i 
= ( (  + [ A ]  . [ V ,  [ A ]  . i 2) 1-4. 
Note the presence of first partial derivatives due to the drift-term. 'This is similar to 
the, second-order even-parity form in neutron transport but does not assume isotropic 
scattering and includes the presence of fields. This can be a starting point for using 
variational techniques to solve the Boltzmann Equation for semicor~ductors. 
4.4, Summary 
In this chapter, we derived the multi-mode drift-diffusion form of the Boltzmann 
Transport Equation. We demonstrated that the Boltzmann Equation is simply a cou- 
pled drift-diffusion equation of all the modes in momentum space. I-Ience, by finding 
approximate methods to solve the above, we may be able to  realise the objective of 
combining the simplest approximation (conventional drift-diffusion) and the complete 
soliltion (full BTE in its multi-mode drift-diffusion form) in device simulation in a 
physically valid way. 
We also derived the second-order form of the Boltzmann Equation similar to the 
second-order even parity form in neutron transport. We have yet, to examine the 
usefulness of the above for finite element variational solution techniques. 

EPILOGUE 
The basic idea of formulating transport in terms of directed fluxes can be traced 
to work on photon transport in stellar atmospheres [24]. Later, McKelvey and col- 
laborators applied the idea to carrier transport in semiconductors [22]. Consider a 
s i~nple one-dimensional case in which there is a positively-directed flux, j+, and a 
negatively-directed flux, j - .  The spatial variation of these fluxes for st,eady-state 
cor ditions in time (an assumption that is easy to remove) is given 1)y 
whlx-e [ix] describes the backscattering probability per unit length. For the forward 
flu::, per unit length is i l l ,  ancl for the backward flux, <i2. In tlie a,bsence of an 
electric field, ill = [i,, but in the presence of a small electric field, their difference 
is proportional to the electric field. McKelvey showed that this view of transport 
hacl useful applications to semiconductor devices, but it was largely supplanted by 
the drift-diffusion formulation. The Purdue group recently revived the method and 
showed that it provides a physical treatment of small semiconductor devices [25, 26, 
271. 
In this report, we generalised eq. ( I )  to describe the Boltzmann Transport Equa- 
tion. In eq. ( I ) ,  j+ represents an average flux in the positive direction. To solve for 
the flux distribution, we resolve the positive flux into M modes in rnomentum space 
ancl do the same for the negatively-directed flux. Eq. (1) then generalises to 
where I j ) is a 2M x 1 vector with the first M elements being the positive fluxes 
ancl the second M elements being the negative fluxes. Each element is a vector di- 
rected in a particular direction. It has either a positive or a negative x-component 
- which qualifies it as a positive or a negative flux in 1D. Every flux also represents 
the contribution to  the current due to the occupation of a particular volume in 1110- 
mentum space. The matrix, [(,I, is 2M x 2124; its diagonal component represents the 
outscattering of a particular component, and the off-diagonal components represent 
the in-scattering from other fluxes. It includes both the effects of scattering and of 
the electric field. Since the electric field moves carriers from one momentum bin to 
anclther just as scattering does, it is possible to write the form of the equation with 
an dectric field present in the same form as without an electric field. This treatment 
of the electric field is one of the contributions of this work. 
Eq. (2) can readily be extended to the case of spatial variations in three dimen- 
sions. The result, 
PSI lj(q) = [(I M.3 ), (3) 
was derived as eq. (2.32). The left hand side is a directional derivative in the direction 
of travel for each of the 2M fluxes. The matrix [(I describes scattering and it,s elements 
wele specified in Chapter 2. Integrating eq. (3) across a device gives the solution to 
the Boltzmann Transport Equation. 
One way to solve eq. (1) or eq. (2) is to first integrate across ;L thin slab, then 
cascade the solutions to thin slabs to obtain the entire solution for a device. For 
example, eq. (1) can be integrated across a slab of thickness I s  to obtain 
where [TI is a transmission matrix that relates the fluxes on one side of the slab t,o 
those on the other side. Cascading transmission matrices to simulate a thick region 
can lead to numerical instabilities. A better approach is to relate the fluxes emerging 
from the two sides of the slab to those incident on the two sides. This approach in- 
corporates the upwinding method of discretisation and leads to a more stable method 
j-(x)  &I ,722 j - (5  + Ax) 
where [S] is a scattering matrix. It is easy to see that [S]  can be obtained from [TI 
by algebraic manipula,tion. Cascading scattering matrices is numeric.ally sta,ble. The 
fornml definition of [TI for a finite slab in terms of the different,ia,l backscattering 
matrices involves matrix exp~nent~ials and was given by eq. (2.38). The same ideas 
can also be generalized to  two dimensio~ls (or three) as shown in eqs. (2.42) and (2.43). 
First order approxima.tions t'o t'he matrix exponential lead to some severe restrictions 
on $-lement size; t,hey must be one mean free path or less. Since -the electric field 
act:; as a strong scattering so1lrc.e wit,h a short mean free path, this will cause serious 
problems for semiconduct~or silnulation (see Sec. 2.7). 
The Scattering Matrix Approach to solving t'lle Boltzrnann Tre,nsport equation 
is Eased on the same ideas, but instead of determining the scatt'erin.g matrix by for- 
ma:;ly integrating the Boltzmann equation, i t  is evalua.ted by Monte (:aslo simula.tion. 
A library of pre-comput'ed scattering matrices is then cascaded in order to solve the 
Boltzrnann equa,tion for a device [9, 141. This is readily accomplished in one dimension 
for slabs, or in two dimensions for square elements, but it cannot handle an unstruc- 
tured grid, because scattering matrices are pre-comput'ed for simplfe shape elelnents 
be.{?re a spatial grid is specified for the device. Other effects, such as electron-electron 
scattering are also dilficult to treat by the Scattering h/Ia.tris Approach. The differen- 
tia. Iorrn developed in this report is applicable t'o unstruct'ured grids. In this method, 
sca,tt'ering lnatrices are colnputed "on-the-fly" as needed so that an ilnstructured grid 
he used. Of course, the size of the problem, in terms of memory and CPU time, 
is expected to be considera,ble. 
In 1962, Shockley showed that the one-flux equations, the set of first order differ- 
ential equations for the uni-directional fluxes as given in eq. ( I ) ,  could he formally 
recast into a, second-order form consisting of drift-diffusion and continuity ecluations 
[21]. As discussed in Chapter 4, a similar parity transformati011 can be used to recast 
the first order multi-flux equations, eq. (3), into a multi-mode drift-d~ffusion equation. 
The result, eq. (4.13), can he expressed as 
where I J ) is an M x  1 column vector representing the net current carried by each mode 
in momentum space. Note that each element of I J )  is a vector in real space whose 
dirlxtion is determined by the bandstructure velocity at the position of the mode in 
momentum space. Similarly, I n ) is an M x 1 column vector whose elements give the 
population of each mode in momerltum space ( i . e .  the electron distribution function). 
Transport is determined by two parameters, [Dl, an x A l  diffusion matrix which is - 
weiikly field-dependent. and [E]-', an inverse Einstein matrix which depends only on 
the momentum space discretisation. The definitions of these matrices can be inferred 
from eq. (4.13). Note that in momentum space, the diffusion and mobility matrices 
are related by an Einstein matrix. 
Eq. (6) looks similar to the drift-diffusion equation of semiconductor physics, but 
its form is complicated by the complex diffusion and mobility matrices and by the 
dir'xtional derivative in the diffusion term instead of a spatial gradient. It is possible 
to re-express eq. (6) in a more familiar from as 
or rnore compa,ctly as 
+ 
13) = I J , )  2 + IJ,) 6 + ( J , )  2 ,  
where the components of the current are given by ecl. (7). The definitions of the 
relevant matrices can lse deduced from eq. (4.13) in Chapter 4. So it is possible to 
write a drift-diffusion equation in momentum space, but the result is rather complex. 
In addition to a multi-mode drift-diffusion equation, the parit27 transformation 
also produces a continuity equation (eq. (4.16)) of the form, 
Eq:;. (7) and (9) constitute the multji-mode drift-diffusion formulat lon of the Boltz- 
mann Transport Equation. They generalise the usual drift-diffusion equation into a 
set of M-coupled drift-diffusion equations. There att,raction lies in the potential for 
easily relating full Boltzmann solut,ions to drift-diffusion equations end in the poten- 
tial for generalising proven solution methods for drift-diffusion equiitions to provide 
soliltions to  the Boltzmanrl Transport Equation. They do, howe~er ,  starkly illus- 
trate the additional computational burden necessary to  solve the Bolt,zmann equation. 
Serniconductor engineers usually solve one drift-diffusion equation, but in order to  re- 
sol ~e the carrier distribution, we need to  solve iM-coupled drift-difFusion equations. 
Foi a very simple band structure, hf = 100 is probably the miniinum conceivable 
11uinber but it still makes a large problem. Alternatively, M miglit be reduced by 
using a small number of basis functions (e.9. spherical harmonics ) to  approximate 
the carrier distribution. 
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